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Thirty years after World War II, in the depths of an
Amazonian swamp, a crack team of young Israeli
Nazi hunters come upon a grizzled and ravaged but
alive Adolph Hitler and carry him back to civilization
Nineteenth-century New Orleans is a blazing hotbed
of scorching politics and personal vendettas. And it's
into this fire that Benjamin January falls when he is
hired to follow Oliver Weems, a bank official who has
absconded with $100,000 in gold and securities. But
it's more than just a job for January. The missing
money is vital to the survival of the school for freed
slaves that he and his wife Rose have founded.
Following the suspected embezzler--and the
money--onto the steamboat Silver Moon, January,
Rose, and their friend Hannibal Sefton are sworn to
secrecy about the crime until they can find the trunks
containing the stolen loot. And then the unexpected
happens: Weems is found murdered and suddenly
the job of finding the pirated stash grows not only
more difficult--but more deadly. There is no shortage
of suspects--from the sinister slave-dealer to the
bullying steamship pilot to the suspiciously innocent
"lady" with connections to every river pirate in the
riotous port of Natchez-Under-the-Hill--who all seem
to have something to hide. Now, with time running
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out, January seeks clues wherever he can find
them--and allies among whoever can help. Working
in tandem with a young planter named Jefferson
Davies, he must uncover the dark web of corruption,
betrayal, and greed that has already cost one man
his life...and, if he can't catch a brutal, remorseless
killer, will soon cost January and his friends theirs.
This groundbreaking study explores the later lives
and late-life writings of more than two dozen British
women authors active during the long eighteenth
century. Drawing on biographical materials, literary
texts, and reception histories, Devoney Looser finds
that far from fading into moribund old age, female
literary greats such as Anna Letitia Barbauld,
Frances Burney, Maria Edgeworth, Catharine
Macaulay, Hester Lynch Piozzi, and Jane Porter
toiled for decades after they achieved acclaim -despite seemingly concerted attempts by literary
gatekeepers to marginalize their later contributions.
Though these remarkable women wrote and
published well into old age, Looser sees in their late
careers the necessity of choosing among several
different paths. These included receding into the
background as authors of "classics," adapting to
grandmotherly standards of behavior, attempting to
reshape masculinized conceptions of aged wisdom,
or trying to create entirely new categories for older
women writers. In assessing how these writers
affected and were affected by the culture in which
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they lived, and in examining their varied reactions to
the prospect of aging, Looser constructs careful
portraits of each of her Subjects and explains why
many turned toward retrospection in their later
works. In illuminating the powerful and often poorly
recognized legacy of the British women writers who
spurred a marketplace revolution in their earlier
years only to find unanticipated barriers to
acceptance in later life, Looser opens up new
scholarly territory in the burgeoning field of feminist
age studies.
"A Book of Ghosts" by S. Baring-Gould. Published
by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range
of titles that encompasses every genre. From wellknown classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to
forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world
literature, we issue the books that need to be read.
Each Good Press edition has been meticulously
edited and formatted to boost readability for all ereaders and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks
that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a
high-quality digital format.
Emily Bronte was an English novelist & poet, who is
best known for her only novel, "Wuthering Heights:
She has written poems also such as - ‘Poems by
Currer, Ellis and Action Bell’, ‘A Death Scene’, ‘To
a Wreath of Snow, and lots Many. ‘Wuthering
Heights’ is a highly imaginative work of passion and
hate. Author was interested in mysticism and used to
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enjoy her solitude outdoors. This novel consists of
those elements. It is now considered a classic of
English literature. It was published under the
pseudonym - "Ellis Bell” The story is full of high
creativity and very imaginative. It narrates revenge
also. It revolves around the main character,
Heathcliff. Wuthering Heights is his farmhouse.
Heathcliff is a young orphan, who was brought by
Earnshaw at Wuthering Heights, 30 years ago.
Earnshaw loves him (Heathcliff) so much, even
neglects his own children. After death of Earnshaw,
his elder son Hindley becomes the new master of
Wuthering Heights and he allows Heathcliff to stay
there only as a servant. Catherine is in love with
Heathcliff, but doesn't show due to her social statue.
The story thus seems very interesting and it ends
with sights of the ghosts of Catherine and Heathcliff.
It consists of many ups and downs Readers will
Surely going to enjoy the novel. It’s Heartthrobing
and it’s very difficult to getup without reading the
novel - fully.
Set on the Caribbean coast of South America, this
love story brings together Fermina Daza, her
distinguished husband, and a man who has secretly
loved her for more than fifty years.
I stared at my shopping list, wondering what any
normal human would make of it. 'One box of
communion wafers. Six bottles of fortified wine.
Several pints of goat's blood for the curate?' After an
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extended stay in the magical country of Lloegyr, I'm
ready to resume life as the priest of a small village
church. Clyde needs time to heal from his wounds,
I've been given a vampire deacon to train, and Peter
and I have to make some important decisions before
our wedding day. But the problems of Lloegyr have
followed me home. Raven is still recovering from the
Spirit Ceremony. The vampires living in my church
are being unreasonable. My back garden is slowly
filling with snail sharks. And Her Majesty's
Government wants me to find out why vampire
colonies are emigrating to England. I love Peter, but
there are so many other demands in my life. Will he
accept that there are just some things I cannot give
him?
The monk bobbed nervously. 'Dom Brocard, there is
a dragon in the cathedral.' Sentenced to walk the
Changewinds as punishment for his crimes, Gonard
leaves the safety of the settlement and submits
himself to the irradiated blasts of air which can make
even the most intelligent of beings go mad. Seeking
shelter from the winds and his own haunted past, the
dragon finds his way to a place where his tortured
soul and crippled body might at last be healed. But
such is not to be, for forces even more powerful than
the winds drive Gonard and his companions--the
rapidly failing medtech and the human woman
Itsa--to an inexorable confrontation with the nature of
life... And the finality of death.
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Pygmalion is a play by George Bernard Shaw,
named after a Greek mythological figure. It was first
presented on stage to the public in 1913.
"The 120 Days of Sodom" is a 1785 novel by the
French writer and nobleman Donatien Alphonse
François. It is the story of four aristocratic male
libertines who decide to seek out ultimate sexual
gratification in the form of orgies. To this end, they
seclude themselves in a remote castle in the heart of
the Black Forest for four months, along with a harem
of 46 victims-most of whom are young male and
female teenagers. Donatien Alphonse François,
Marquis de Sade (1740 -1814) was a French
revolutionary politician, aristocrat, philosopher, and
writer, famous for his libertine sexuality. Other
notable works by this author include: "Justine, or the
Misfortunes of Virtue"; "Juliette", and "Philosophy in
the Bedroom". Many vintage books such as this are
becoming increasingly scarce and expensive. We
are republishing this volume now in an affordable,
modern, high-quality, addition complete with the
original text and artwork.
Surveys the online social habits of American teens
and analyzes the role technology and social media
plays in their lives, examining common
misconceptions about such topics as identity,
privacy, danger, and bullying.
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A charmingly gothic, fiendishly funny Faustian tale
about a brilliant scientist who makes a deal with the
Devil, twice. Johannes Cabal sold his soul years ago
in order to learn the laws of necromancy. Now he
wants it back. Amused and slightly bored, Satan
proposes a little wager: Johannes has to persuade
one hundred people to sign over their souls or he will
be damned forever. This time for real. Accepting the
bargain, Jonathan is given one calendar year and a
traveling carnival to complete his task. With little time
to waste, Johannes raises a motley crew from the
dead and enlists his brother, Horst, a charismatic
vampire to help him run his nefarious road show,
resulting in mayhem at every turn.
The spellbinding classic that started it all from the #1
New York Times bestselling author “A magnificent,
compulsively readable thriller . . . Rice begins where
Bram Stoker and the Hollywood versions leave off
and penetrates directly to the true fascination of the
myth—the education of the vampire.”—Chicago
Tribune Here are the confessions of a vampire.
Hypnotic, shocking, and chillingly sensual, this is a
novel of mesmerizing beauty and astonishing
force—a story of danger and flight, of love and loss, of
suspense and resolution, and of the extraordinary
power of the senses. It is a novel only Anne Rice
could write.
The Exclusive Method You Can Use to Learn—Not
Just Memorize—Essential Words A powerful
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vocabulary expands your world of opportunity.
Building your word power will help you write more
effectively, communicate clearly, score higher on
standardized tests like the SAT, ACT, or GRE, and
be more confident and persuasive in everything you
do. Using the exclusive Fiske method, you will not
just memorize words, but truly learn their meanings
and how to use them correctly. This knowledge will
stay with you longer and be easier to recall—and it
doesn't take any longer than less-effective
memorization. How does it work? This book uses a
simple three-part system: 1. Patterns: Words aren't
arranged randomly or alphabetically, but in similar
groups based on meaning and origin that make
words easier to remember over time. 2. Deeper
Meanings, More Examples: Full explanations—not
just brief definitions—of what the words mean, plus
multiple examples of the words in sentences. 3.
Quick Activities: Frequent short quizzes help you test
how much you've learned, while helping your brain
internalize their meanings.
The first in an alternate fantasy series where vampires,
werewolves, and goblins rule London. Queen Victoria
rules with an immortal fist. The undead matriarch
presides over a Britain where the Aristocracy is made up
of werewolves and vampires, where goblins live
underground and mothers know better than to let their
children out after dark. It's a world where the nobility are
infected with the Plague (side-effects include undeath),
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Hysteria is the popular affliction of the day, and leeches
are considered a delicacy. And a world where technology
lives side by side with magic. The year is 2012 and Pax
Britannia still reigns. Xandra Vardan is a member of the
elite Royal Guard, and it is her duty to protect the
Aristocracy. But when her sister goes missing, Xandra
will set out on a path that undermines everything she
believed in and uncover a conspiracy that threatens to
topple the empire. And she is the key -- the prize -- in a
very dangerous struggle. The fantastic start to The
Immortal Empire series that continues with the
spectacular undead books, The Queen is Dead and
Long Live the Queen. The Immortal EmpireGod Save the
QueenThe Queen is DeadLong Live the Queen
Oliver Twist; or, the Parish Boy's Progress is Charles
Dickens's second novel, and was first published as a
serial 1837-39.[1] The story centres on orphan Oliver
Twist, born in a workhouse and sold into apprenticeship
with an undertaker. After escaping, Oliver travels to
London, where he meets "The Artful Dodger", a member
of a gang of juvenile pickpockets led by the elderly
criminal, Fagin.Oliver Twist is notable for its unromantic
portrayal by Dickens of criminals and their sordid lives,
as well as for exposing the cruel treatment of the many
orphans in London in the mid-19th century.[2] The
alternative title, The Parish Boy's Progress, alludes to
Bunyan's The Pilgrim's Progress, as well as the 18thcentury caricature series by William Hogarth, A Rake's
Progress and A Harlot's Progress.[3]In this early
example of the social novel, Dickens satirises the
hypocrisies of his time, including child labour, the
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recruitment of children as criminals, and the presence of
street children. The novel may have been inspired by the
story of Robert Blincoe, an orphan whose account of
working as a child labourer in a cotton mill was widely
read in the 1830s. It is likely that Dickens's own youthful
experiences contributed as well.Oliver Twist has been
the subject of numerous adaptations for various media,
including a highly successful musical play, Oliver!, and
the multiple Academy Award-winning 1968 motion
picture. Disney also put its spin on the novel with the
animated film called Oliver & Company in 1988
Banished to a boarding school to be reformed into
marriageable young ladies in war-torn early 19th-century
England, Miss Georgiana and her new friends are
secretly entangled in a world of spies, diplomacy and
romance. Simultaneous eBook.
Vampire Don Simon Ysido has been captured and held
aboard a ship heading to the US to act as a slave, and
Dr Lydia Asher must stop it . . . at any cost. March, 1917.
The goal of every government involved in the Great War
has been achieved: industrialist Spenser Cochran has
drugged and enslaved a vampire, Don Simon Ysidro, to
do his bidding, and is now on the way to the US aboard a
luxury ship. Horrified, Dr Lydia Asher secures her
passage on the vessel to rescue her friend from
Cochran’s chemical thrall. Meanwhile, her husband
makes a dangerous alliance with the vampires of Paris to
send Lydia the information she needs about the drug. As
they cross the Atlantic evidence mounts that another
vampire is hiding aboard the ship, indiscriminately
murdering passengers. Lydia knows she must solve both
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cases before the ship docks, and that breaking
Cochran’s hold on Don Simon will not be enough . . .
She must kill him.
Bishop Nigel smiled at me. 'Holy water doesn't harm
vampires. Which is just as well, as it would make it
impossible to baptise them.' When I was asked by a
dragon to give him the last rites, I never dreamed it
would lead to negotiating with his cannibalistic family or
running from snail sharks. Life as the priest of a small
English village is quite tame in comparison. At least I
have Morey, a gryphon with sarcasm management
issues, to help me. And if all else fails, there's always red
wine and single malt whisky. As if my life weren't
complicated enough, a darkly beautiful dragon named
Raven keeps appearing where I least expect him, I've
met a handsome police inspector who loves science
fiction as much as I do, and my younger brother is
getting into trouble for trying to pick up vampires. That's
what happens when you're dealing with an incredible
and dangerous parallel world full of mythical creatures.
And I have to learn to navigate it all without losing
myself, or my brother...
Brideshead Revisited, The Sacred and Profane Memories of
Captain Charles Ryder is a novel by English writer Evelyn
Waugh, the life and romances of the protagonist Charles
Ryder, most especially his friendship with the Flytes, a family
of wealthy English Catholics who live in a palatial mansion
called Brideshead Castle. Ryder has relationships with two of
the Flytes: Sebastian and Julia. The novel explores themes
including nostalgia for the age of English aristocracy,
Catholicism, and the nearly overt homosexuality of Sebastian
Flyte and 's coterie at Oxford University. A faithful and wellPage 11/12
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received television adaptation of the novel was produced in
an 11-part miniseries by Granada Television in 1981.
Imperial Leather chronicles the dangerous liaisons between
gender, race and class that shaped British imperialism and its
bloody dismantling. Spanning the century between Victorian
Britain and the current struggle for power in South Africa, the
book takes up the complex relationships between race and
sexuality, fetishism and money, gender and violence,
domesticity and the imperial market, and the gendering of
nationalism within the zones of imperial and anti-imperial
power.
This book is a history of artificial intelligence, that audacious
effort to duplicate in an artifact what we consider to be our
most important property—our intelligence. It is an invitation for
anybody with an interest in the future of the human race to
participate in the inquiry.
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